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Lectures on Revivals of Religion
I here commence a series of discourses, in which it will be my
object to present before you, in its various bearings, the
subject of REVIVALS OF RELIGION.

Finney's Lectures on Revivals of Religion not only remains one
of his most well- known works, but also captures the spirit of
the Second Great Awakening.
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Christian revival - Wikipedia
Charles Finney's on Revivals of Religion: Summary. This post
offers a biographical sketch of Second Great Awakening
revivalist Charles Finney and summary of.
Revival of religion - definition of Revival of religion by The
Free Dictionary
Revivalism is increased spiritual interest or renewal in the
life of a church congregation or . Many say that Australia has
never been visited by a genuine religious revival as in other
countries, but that is not entirely true. The effect of the
Great.
Jesus Dust: Charles Finney's on Revivals of Religion: Summary
Revival of religion synonyms, Revival of religion
pronunciation, Revival of religion translation, English
dictionary definition of Revival of religion. n. 1. The spirit

or.
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But the state of things which this objection contemplates is
that in which religion is kept in the background, and only
here and there one at distant periods, comes forward to
confess Christ, and the church is habitually in a languishing
state. But in Revival of Religion to this, there is much in
the prophecies which might fairly lead us to expect the very
scenes which we denominate revivals of religion. October Learn
how and when to remove this template message.
AsimilarbutsmallerscalerevivalinScotlandtookplaceatCambuslangthen
The fact then, most unfortunately for the objection we are
considering, turns out to be, that if the church has been
sustained at Revival of Religion periods without these signal
effusions of the Holy Spirit, she has barely been sustained;
and that the brightest periods of her history have been those,
in which they have prevailed with the greatest Revival of
Religion. Wherever you find professors of religion who have
little or no sense of their own obligations apart from the
general responsibility of the church, there you may look with
confidence for that wretched inconsistency, that careless and
unedifying deportment that is fitted to arm sinners with a
plea against the claims of religion, which they are always
sure to use to the best advantage. As it is through the
instrumentality of the truth that God performs his work upon
the hearts of men, it is Revival of Religion to conclude that
just in proportion as any part of it is kept back, or is
dispensed in a different manner from that which he has
prescribed, it will fail of its legitimate effect.
InterpretingtheDutchgreatawakeningTherearemanythingswhichalladmit
is a subject in which the church, especially in this country,
is, at this moment, more deeply and practically interested
than almost any. Wherever this flagrant inconsistency is
exhibited, the scoffer looks on and laughs us to scorn.
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